Flesh & Bone: A Guitar Girl Contemporary Inspirational Romance (A Guitar Girl Romance Book 2)

Celebrity crushes are so much easier than the real thing. Until the celebrity crush IS the real
thing.
Singer songwriter Eva Baumann has a celebrity crush on Sebastian Weiss.
Hes perfect to love because there was no way they could ever be a thing. Shes a nobody. Hes a
heartthrob. Hiding an infatuation is easy for her because, since her accident, hiding is what she
did best.Sebastian Weisss band climbed the charts, seemingly overnight, and hes finally living
the dream.All he has to do is write enough songs to produce a second album. The bad news is
he hasnt written a new song in over a year.Sebastian stumbles into the Blue Note Pub in time
to hear Eva Baumann perform a hauntingly beautiful song. Could this girl be the answer to
defeating his writers block?Eva and Sebastian begin a complicated writing relationship that
leads to more. But Sebastian has a secret that will devastate them both.
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